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In quiet moments  
As I stitch

I think of the bead tourists  
Those visitors from the seats  
of colonial power

Who came  
And saw  
And purchased

Our Ancestors  
The handwork of our Grandmothers  
Driving the “cultural economic enterprise”  
Read: keeping babies fed and Elders alive  
Before, during, since the genocide of obstinacies¹ of our  
more-than-human relations

¹ Obstinacy—a group of buffalo. This line refers to the genocide of the buffalo on the plains.
Travelling in pockets
And steamer trunks
To find homes across seas
In glass cases of women who wore the evidence of their
  Power
  Superiority

Now kept
  (Safe?)
In climate-controlled drawers and glass cases
In museums across seas

I think about the bead tourists
Those who claimed our material culture
The handwork of our Grandmothers
As trophies of their time amongst the ***ages
As I obstinately bead obstinacies,
  and law
To be held
In the hands of my babies, fed
In memory of my Elders, alive and still here.

Now.

---
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